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HYDRO-KINETIC
UPHOLSTERY TOOL

The Hydro-Kinetic™ Upholstery Tool remains the industry standard
for high volume cleaning. Its unique design produces a high-velocity
shearing action to efficiently remove soil from the fabric. It is
unsurpassed in cleaning ability and fast drying times.
Conventional upholstery cleaning tools have by-passed the cleaning
power of modern equipment because of a fear of over-wetting.
The Hydro-Kinetic allows you to use a higher solution pressure and
a more effective vacuum pressure to achieve maximum cleaning
without the fear of over-wetting.
The Hydro-Kinetic has an open port vacuum chamber that allows
the full kinetic force of cleaning solution to pass over and across the
fabric, not through it. It eliminates over-wetting and overspray, even
under the highest water flow conditions.

Clean Fast - With Confidence
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• Patented design allows for the spray angle to produce a greater
shearing action to remove soil from the fabric
• Greater solution flow reduces heat loss
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• Clean faster with no extra dry passes required
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• Eliminates over-wetting and over-spray even under the highest
water flow conditions
• Complete control over cleaning solution flow
• Interchangeable no-mark head design

For more information
Call 800-637-3789 or visit www.hydroforce.com

The Technology Behind the Hydro-Kinetic Upholstery Tool
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Hydro-Kinetic tool allows no
water through the fabric.
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Other brands saturate the pad
underneath the fabric.

Conventional upholstery tools flow solution directly into the fabric
cushion and backing, causing wicking, over wetting and potential
fabric bleeding. The Hydro-Kinetic tool has a special fabric chamber
design where the angle of the spray across the fabric produces a high
velocity shearing cleaning action. The specially designed open port
vacuum chamber allows the full kinetic force of cleaning solution
across the fabric, not through it. You clean faster and more effectively,
with no extra dry passes required. This too gives you complete control
over cleaning solution flow and eliminates over wetting and over spray,
even under the highest water flow conditions.

Safety and Performance:
• Works well in corners, edges and tight
spots
• Works at any angle, even upside down
• Teflon® plate ensures smooth glide
while protecting fabrics and trim
• Avoid wicking, browning, and bleeding
• Excellent at microfiber cleaning
• Rugged powder-coated steel head
• 8’ hose and internal solution line with
swivel cuff
• Control solution flow with
ergonomically designed trigger valve

What People Are Saying About The Hydro-Kinetic Upholstery Tool
“As a trainer, I spend most of my class time helping students understand the balance
between safety and performance when choosing an upholstery cleaning method.
With the Hydro-Kinetic Tool, you won’t need to make that choice! The powerful
cleaning/shearing action of the tool flushes the most stubborn soils from the fabric, yet
minimizes wetting to the back of the fabric, resulting is rapid dry times with little risk
of bleeding or browning.”
Jim Pemberton, Pemberton’s Cleaning & Restoration Learning Center
For more information
Call 800-637-3789 or visit www.hydroforce.com

